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NEW 100% DairyFree, Plant-Based
NXT Chocolate
from Callebaut
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NEW Be Better
Plant-Based
Butter: Guilt-free
and Economical

WELCOME
TO IN THE MIX

Dear Customer,
We've got a packed edition for you this month! As we reach the height of Summer,
there are more reasons than ever for customers to flock to your counter. The allure
of cakes dotted with fresh, seasonal fruit. The craving for a refreshingly cooling
creamy treat. Make sure you don't disappoint- try out our recipe for irresistible
Strawberries & Cream layer cake on pg 5
National Picnic week marks the peak of Brits' annual occupation of our green spaces
and beaches, hampers loaded with all variety of baked delights. Its not all about
sweet bakes either! Pies are on the agenda as our top tip for making the most of
Father's Day 2022.
We are excited to launch two brand new, boldly innovative vegan-suitable products:
the delicious NXT dairy-free & plant-based chocolate, formulated by the experts at
Callebaut, and BBMF plant-based butter, the benefits of which go beyond ethical and
sustainability concerns; as cow-butter prices soar, BBMF offers a more economical
1:1 alternative without compromising on quality.
Of course, we bring you updates from the Baking Industry across the UK including
the Scottish Bakers Conference and Awards and some interesting visitors to our
BAKO sites, along with a selection of unmissable money-saving offers from Renshaw,
IREKS, Wrights and more!
Kind Regards,

EDITOR

Gemma
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25% Off Bakery Essentials

62001

33561 Milk Chocolate
Chunks
10kg

81112

8X8X6mm

42290 Black Refuse
Sacks 18"x29"x33" x200

Yum Yums

22118

x24

Multiseed Bread
Mix 16kg

Roll Concentrate
12kg

12584 Blue Centre Feed
Roll 110m x6
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Raspberry Brownie

Create your own
Method
Place the mix into a mixing bowl fitted with a beater
and mix for 1 minute on 1st speed

Ingredients

Add water to mix
Mix for 1 minute on speed 1

Brownie mix – 5kg (22101)
Water – 1kg
Raspberries – 600g

Scrape down
Mix again for 1 minute on speed 1
Slowly blend through the raspberries
Deposit into an 18 x 30” baking sheet lined with

For decoration
White chocolate flavour
coating (94145)
Raspberry colour flavour
(51219)

greaseproof paper
Bake at 190c for approximately 40 minutes
Allow to cool
Cut into desired shape and size
Melt some white chocolate coating, add raspberry
colour as desired
Spin melted coloured chocolate over the brownie
pieces
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The big names in Bakery came together once again last month at the Scottish
Bakers Annual Conference & Awards Weekend in Glasgow.
We were honoured to be official partner to the event,
which has been one of the saddest absences from the
calendar over the last two years. Bakery friends old
and new embraced the opportunity to reunite (or
perhaps meet for the first time in person) for a jampacked conference, exhibition and awards gala.
Those in attendance benefitted from the crucial
insights into the current and future state of the
industry that were shared and discussed by the panel
of expert speakers; including Carina Lepore, 2019
winner of BBC TV’s “The Apprentice”, and Mairi Gougen
MSP, the Scottish Government’s Cabinet Secretary for
Rural Affairs.

From left: (BAKO) Paul Long, (The Three Little Bakers)
Paddy Murphy, Jane Murphy, (Host) Mich Turner MBE

Congratulations to all the Award nominees and
winners! A huge shout out to The Three Little Bakers
of Inverness who beat nearly 60 other bakers to take
the ultimate title of Scottish Baker of the Year.

From left: (BAKO) Paul Jenkins, Ed Branch, Colin Mackay, David Yates,
Suzie Finlay, Mike Tully, Kirti Hirani, Paul Long

Earlier this year, the Scottish Bakers Awards kicked off with a competition between up-andcoming City of Glasgow final year bakery students. They went head-to-head at Trades Hall in
Glasgow, aiming to create “Scotland on a Cake”. As part of our lead sponsorship of the
Awards, all the entrants received an experience day at The BAKOry, our Development
Centre located on our Preston Site.
Throughout the day, BAKO's Technical baker, Claire Powell, gave our visitors a view into her
world. Everything from Select Testing for quality control to a development exercise for a
hypothetical customer wishing to improve their chocolate gateau.
Any baker worth their salt must have the skills to bake from scratch, which the final year
students have worked hard to perfect over the course of their studies, but the reality of
running a modern bakery means work on a different timetable. With this in mind, Claire
wanted to give the students experience baking with our popular time and labour saving
BAKO Select multi-seed bread concentrate and crème cake mix along with ready-to-thaw
frozen products. Amazed with the ease of use and quality of results, the students had their
eyes opened to a new way of baking and an insight into how the industry has adapted to
recent challenges it has faced.
As well as giving the next generation of bakers an insight into how the industry operates, we
took the opportunity to get the students' thoughts and feedback on some of the latest and
most innovative products available to BAKO customers. They were blown away by the
infinitely colourful possibilities of Mona Lisa's ingenious "Power Flowers"; heading with
samples to wow their fellow future-bakers.
Claire also let the bakers of tomorrow in on a sneak peek of BBMF, the revolutionary
plant-based butter launching this month at BAKO (see pages 11-12) After baking with it
themselves, here is what they had to say:
As a 1:1 replacement for cow butter, they were impressed- reported having no issues
using BBMF in recipe of their choosing- from cherry & blackberry pie to shortbread
In their words, there is "no compromise in taste", it "works well with the strong
flavours like chocolate and cherry" and "gives a neutral, clean, light taste."
They see it as all bakers' responsibility to make the industry more ethical and
sustainable and the benefits vs cow-butter greatly resonated with them individually
They expected the price to be higher than cow butter and were pleasantly surprised
to find out it is actually more economical- as I'm sure you are too!
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DURHAM

PRESTON

THE CALLEBAUT TRUCK ROADSHOW COMES TO BAKO
Last month, BAKO customers and team members were treated to a delightfully unconventional
visit from one of the most respected name in chocolate: Callebaut.
Both our Preston and Durham sites hosted the impressively massive, fully functional bakery-onwheels which the Callebaut team have been touring around Europe to demonstrate and
elaborate upon their world-renowned product range.
It was an excellent opportunity for all those in attendance to learn and get excited about the
development, application and delicious taste of Callebaut chocolates and decoration from the
very people that make them. Alongside their famous "5 Colours" of Belgian chocolate, Stewart
& Arnold and Mona Lisa ranges, we were introduced to their latest creations: the revolutionary
plant-based, dairy-free chocolate range, "NXT" (now available from BAKO), the all-new,
indulgent "Crema" fillings (coming soon).

A massive thankyou to the Callebaut team for sharing their passion and knowledge!
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33447

NXT Dairy Free Dark
Chocolate 10kg

33423

2.5kg PACKS COMING SOON!

NXT Dairy Free M_lk
Chocolate 10kg
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60559

9

Country Oven
Multiseed
16kg
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19000 BBMF Butter 16x 500g
19001 BBMF Butter 4x 2.5kg
19002 BBMF Butter 10kg

Now available from
BAKO
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33435
33430
33431
33434
33433

Dark Chocolate 55% 2x5kg
Dark Chocolate 55% 20kg
Milk Chocolate 2x5kg
Milk Chocolate 20kg
White Chocolate 20kg
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83279
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Sausage, Bean and Cheese Slice
36x185g

44337

Madeira Mix 12.5kg
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